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Driven by k bromberg

The New York Times and USA Today Best-selling author K. Bromberg writes contemporary novels featuring a mixture of sweet, emotional, lots of sexy and a little real. He likes to write strong heroines and damaged heroes that we love to hate and hate to love. She is a mix of most of her female characters: sassy, intelligent, stubborn,
reserved, open, driven, emotional, strong and wears her heart on her sleeve. He shows all this daily with his wife and three children where they live in Southern California. On a whim, K. Bromberg decided to try her hand at this writing. Since then, she has written The Driven Series (Driven, Fueled, Crashed, Raced, Aced), solo guided
novels (Slow Burn, Sweet Ache, Hard Beat, Down Shift), and a short story called UnRaveled. He is currently working on new projects and a few surprises for his readers. She loves to hear from her readers, so be sure to check her out on social media. K. Bromberg, after a difficult start, I must admit that you made me a believer. Do you
think we can arrange for Mr. Colton Donovan to be taken for a test drive indeed? It's a rough start. Let's get this out of the way. I wasn't a fan of the beginning of this story. Very early on, Driven seemed to fall into the same trap many stories classified as erotic romance do. Rylee and Colton first met, not knowing who was second, and
immediately fell to K. Bromberg, after a rough start, I must admit you made me a believer. Do you think we can arrange for Mr. Colton Donovan to be taken for a test drive indeed? It's a rough start. Let's get this out of the way. I wasn't a fan of the beginning of this story. Very early on, Driven seemed to fall into the same trap many stories
classified as erotic romance do. Rylee and Colton first met, neither did they know who the other was, and they immediately fell into a passionate, sexual encounter. True, it's broken, but still. Then, of course, there was a bachelorette auction where Rylee had to fill in, and, of course, Colton bought a date with her. Bickering and banter
ensued. The worst thing for me was that Colton was going out completely smarmy and cheesy. I'm sorry to say, at that moment, I thought the worst of my piece of racecar-drivin' hottie. Very sad. Now, because I'm honest to the point of error, I must say that there were two small details drawn directly from the famous foreruthors of the sub-
genre Millionaire-Playboy Erotic Romance. At first, this really bothered me. Detail one, flirty emails exchanged between Rylee and Colton. Detail two, the fact that Rylee called Colton an 'Ace'. I believe there was a hint that 'Ace' could mean something specific to Rylee, so... I caved to it. Also, I give K. Bromberg BIG props. She's a. shouted
Christian and Ana, so... I do. I've been through these two things... at the end *mig*. Do you want to talk about it? I ask gently, afraid to stumble, but wanting to share what a deep, dark secret has an impact on him. I play Anna to his Christian. I will freely acknowledge the fact that I am more difficult to sell erotic romance (yes, I have a point
here, so keep quiet and keep reading). It just feels like... Been there, done that. I'm over it. Or I thought I was. There are a select few authors who are slowly reviving my long-dead obsession with this genre, and I'm thrilled to say that K. Bromberg has been added to that list!! How did she do it there, you ask, based on my review so far?
Well, this was just chapter one, people! It was a hell of a lot more books to go, and I'm so glad I kept reading!! So, finally, what made me a believer? The story, my friends, the story. The further I got into the story, the more I got involved. Rylee worked for a company that basically corroratized the foster care system. They have set up real
homes for children in need, and all employees will take shifts, helping to care for and counsel children. I found the idea fascinating, and it wasn't just used as a backdrop. That's an important part of the story. I have no idea if she exists outside this story or not. I could honestly feel Rylee's love and affection for the children, her care and
care. I loved Rylee... and her best friend Haddie! These two were a lot of fun together... My inner slut, I repeat, nodding: I like it, but I think it's lost. Oh, we can find her, sister! It's probably hiding behind layers of spiders covering your ankle. It all builds depth to the story. That's exactly what too many stories are missing these days,
regardless of genre. Colton soon became involved with the company for which Rylee worked as a wealthy business owner as well as a race car driver. Maybe he used some alpha-male, rich-dude manipulations to make it happen, but, having done that, he's all-in. This is where my love (and lust) for Colton began to truly form. Big, tough
man + children in need = melted sidings of pure happiness. Colton's luggage was heavy throughout the story. I could feel it weighing on him, just as I could feel Rylee's past hanging heavily on her (and what a tragedy she was dealing with... it made me tearful to hear her describe). We learn almost no details about Colton, but, fortunately,
there are two more books along the way *grin*. Driven, as you can tell, really has a great story. So perfection for me is combining that great story with flammable chemistry and some *fanning self* very hot, but luckily not kinky (I'm over kink at the moment), sex! Oh, yes, baby. I needed it. Glass or ten ice water to get through this one!! Let
me just tell you everything, as a public service, Colton Donovan in his driver jumpsuit?! You'll have... one moment. Holy hot race car driver, Batman! So, Ace, buckling your eyebrows, you looked kind of hot in your racing suit! I tilt my head and tilt my lips as I study it. I wanted to... My voice is quiet, insecure, when I speak. The little smile
playing on the corners of Colton's lips gives me the wave of confidence I need to continue. Knowing he wanted me. Knowing he wants me and wants more than anything this is empowers me. It empowers me to finish my thought. I wanted to take me there on the hood of your car. Honestly, I couldn't be happier how Driven turned around
so fast for me. In the end, I thoroughly enjoyed the story, characters, chemistry and emotion-driven sex!! Many of you have probably already read and come to love this fantastic first book in The Driven Trilogy. If you do, be sure to leave a review wherever you bought and don't forget to recommend the book to a friend. If you haven't yet
had a chance to enjoy the beautiful, intelligent and compassionate Rylee Thomas OR one hellishly hot speedracer named Colton Donovan, GET THEE TO A ONLINE BOOKSELLER NOW!! The second book can't come soon enough for me!**ARC provided by the author in exchange for a candid review**For more reviews visit Sinfully
Sexy Book Reviews or visit us on Facebook. ... more Alternative cover release for 9780989450218 Off the new ... Prepare to fall head over heels in love/hate with the cocky race car driver, Colton Donalan, and the selfless, defiant social worker, Rylee Thomas. The Driven series puts a new twist on the heartbroken heroine and damaged
alpha story with its core themes of redemption, acceptance and importance of family. Described as a constant rollercoaster of emotion, humor and sex, find out why readers claim Rylee and Colton are unforgettable characters who have so forever touched their hearts and souls. for ever.
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